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This stud " as carried out to establish returns on investment in bond listed at the 

airobi to k Exchange. The objective aro e from the realization that in Ken a. 

information on the yield-to-maturity as a measure of performance has not been 

adequate! anal zed. 

tratitied sampling was used to select thirty government bonds out of a total of sevent -

fo ur that were listed at the airobi tock Exchange E) from the year 200 I to 2005. 

Howe er. all the se en corporate bonds listed were considered as part of the sample. 

econdary data was collected from the E and apital Markets Authority (CMA) on 

monthly turnovers monthly ending prices interest paid e ery month interest rates and 

maturities of bonds issued. Based on these data the annual yields-to-maturity of all the 

bonds w as cal ulated. Yield curves were drawn with the annual yields-to-maturity of the 

respecti e bonds plotted against time in years. 

The rudy found that there was low perfonnance of bonds during the years 2001 to 2003 

and a marked improvement in the subsequent years. Jt concludes that the overall 

performance of the bond market could be enhanced with a friendl ier regulatory 

environment, a market dri en benchmark yield and availability of a respected credit 

rating agency. Finally it has been recommended that further research in this area should 

be considered and this time involving a longer period of study. Aside from making efforts 

to increase market participation (increase demand and supply of bonds) the government 

should also address the critical role of regulators in this market. 

vii 



CH PTERO 

1.0 TROD CTIO 

1.1 Background 

In e tment refers to the commitment of funds for purpo f btaining an e onomic 

return o era period of time u ually in the form of periodic cash flows and/ or terminal 

value. The in estor can be an indi idual a government a pension fund or a corporation. 

This defmition includes investments by corporations in plant and equipment in estments 

by individuals in stocks, bonds. commodities or real estate. 

Many factors affect the extent to which companie draw upon the money and capital 

markets for funds. One prominent factor i the state of the nation s economy, and the 

demand for goods and services. A booming economy will generate rapidly growing sales 

encouraging busine smen to borrow o as to expand inventories and to issue stocks and 

bonds in order to purchase new plant and equipment. In contrast a sagging economy 

u ually will be accompanied by declining sales, and, a reduction in both inventory 

purchase and long-term investment. Other factors held equal the need for external fund

raising declines when the economy grows more slowly or heads down into a recession. 

Thus rising demand for business goods and services are u ually translated into rising 

demand for short- and long-tenn capital supplied from the financial markets. 

During the period 1996-2000 Kenya s economy was doing badly with GDP growth rate 

hitting an all time low of -0.2% in the year 2000. The country s gross domestic 

investment plummeted from 24.3% of GOP in 1990 to 15.6% in the year 20 0. A rate 

hardly enough to maintain the productive capacity of the existing capital tock (Barclays, 

200 I . It has been indicated that part of this decline in investment has b en the result of 

decline in domestic sa ing the source for internally generated re ources for in estrnent. 

However since mid 2003 the economy seems to be on the path to recovery. And to ensure 

sustainable economic growth the country needs to beef up its investment, as it has been 

argued that investment is the single most important factor linked to economic growth 

arclays 2001). 



In e tm n ar fa ilitated thr ugh ecuritie mark : M ne mark l and apital 

mark . It has b en argued that nya has a larg p ol of fund \i hi h. if mobilized and 

in ed in lh capital market an gi e it the b t it needs ndigo. 2 5 . But like 

many d eloping e nomie . en a' capital market i underd vel oped. Pardy ( 19 2 

contends that the basic building blocks on which a sound curiti market can thrive are 

based on two prec nditions. The first of the e prec nditi ns i a macro-economic and 

fiscal en ir nment that is c nduci e to the supply of good quality ecuritie and 

suffici nt demand for them. econd. i the pre ence of a market infrastructure that is 

capable of supporting the efficient operation of the securities market. his is linked to 

the state of the macro-economy. A conduci e macr -economy enables a number of 

busine es to develop to the stage where access to securities' markets is useful for their 

continued growth. uch infrastructure include institutional regulatory and legal 

infrastructure. 

Players in the Kenyan capital market include inve tors (individual institutional and 

foreign) brokers in estment advisors and regulators. ince the introduction of the capital 

markets regulator the Capital Markets Authority {CMA) in 1990 tremendou changes in 

the industry have been witne sed among them are: 

(i) Enactment of legislation to allow for the setting up of investment banks and 

mutual funds· 

(ii lrnproved regulat ry en ironment as reflected in the CMA themes for the 

years 20 0 (building an efficient capital market for all stakeholders) and 200 l 

enhancing the legal and regulatory framework, and creating a new market 

infrastructure). 

The crucial role of regulation cannot be over emphasized. La Porta et al. 1997) h w that 

countries which protect shareholders ha e more valuable stock markets larger numbers 

of listed securities per capita, and a higher rate of Initial Public Offerings (IPO) activity 

than do the unprotective countries. La Porta et al. (2000) also found out that when 

investor rights such as the voting rights of the hareholders and the reorganization and 

2 



liquidati n righ of th credit are exte and w II nfl reed by regul tors or c urts. 

are willing to finan e fmn . tarutory law b und on th kind f c ntract 

into ' hich individual and organization may ent r with ut risking criminal pro e uti n 

La Porta et aL 2 0 . 

The capital market pro ide a multitude of securities for the illing in estor. The rising 

popularity of bond as a form of fixed interet inve tment has created significant intere t 

and participation by private indi idual inve tors instituti nal in e t rs and fund 

managers. The Kenyan bond market is chara terized by fi ed interest rate floating 

interest rate and the zero coup n rate bonds. The listing of the government treasury bond 

started in 1986 while the primary bond market has its origin in 1996. 

Typically the capital markets provide an avenue for companies and governments to raise 

fund for their e penditures. Governments borrow from the capital market by i uing 

treasury bills (T-Bills) or treasury bonds both commonly referred to as Trea uries. T

Bills are short-term (normally 91 or 182 days while b nds are long-term (3-30 years . 

Government bonds are listed on the airobi tock Exchange whereas T-Bills are not. o 

far in Kenya, the LO-year b nd i the longest-term b nd. On the other hand, companies 

raise funds by issuing corporate bond commercial paper and/ or shares. 

Treasuries are commonly referred to as 'risk-free . This is becau e they are backed by the 

full faith and credit of the government. Thus the probability of default is low. Typically 

treasuries set the benchmark for corporate bonds, determine the depth of the bond market, 

and influence a variety of transactions. ompanies do not enjoy the same ri k-free status 

as governments. Tn de eloped markets all companies that trade on most respectable stock 

exchange must be credit rated. Typically the credit rating system runs from triple A 

down to Bs or s. Triple A rated companies ha e good finances and are referred to as 

blue chips whereas the Bs and Cs carry more risk. It follows therefore that higher rated 

companie will issue bonds that closely mirror the government bonds in terms of price 

and risk. Hence a triple A rated company will find ri k averse investors lining up to buy 

or trade in its bonds. B or C rated companies will ha e non-risk averse investors banging 

3 



on i d . Thu rat d pa aim th same intere t as reasuries \! hile rated 

b nd pa au e of the higher le el f ri k. H nee the name 'high ield 

bonds' r junk b nd '. . junk bon have a pecial appeal to inve tors 

b cau e f their rate of intere . an in titutional in e t rs in e in junk b nd ver th 

short-term to take advantage of the high ield . Further more, individual in e tors 

looking to make quick profits find junk b nd if appropriately priced, appealing. hey 

at offer an excellent mix to in e tment portfolio because one can take advantage of the 

high return and also hedge the ri k exposure by di ersifying Lhr ugh investing in higher 

rated bonds. An understanding of bonds is helpful in an efficient market because U .. and 

foreign bonds increase the uni erse of in estments available for the creation of a 

di ersi fied portfolio tatrnan and Ushman, 1987) 

In Kenya so far there have been more than sixty- even government bond and seven 

corporate bonds listed on the airobi tock xchange (N E). The corporate bonds were 

is ued by Faulu Kenya, afaricom, PTA Bank Limited Mabati Rolling Mill , East 

African Development Bank Athi River Mining and eltel. 

on idering that the capital market is currently awash with liquidity, limited in 

in estment avenue and that rna t medium-sized or young companies require access to 

capital it is ripe for high yield bonds (Kibe 2006). Junk bonds further deepen the 

capital markets by providing additional investment products and creating an awarene s of 

risk versus return. 

1.2 tatement of tbe Problem 

In Kenya, the bond market is compamtively younger than the equities market However 

in spite of this, over the years the Kenyan bond market has turned out to be vibrant with 

tumo er recorded at Ksh 33.21 billion Kshs 36.31 billon and Kshs 48.38 billion in the 

years 2002 2003 and 2004 respectively as compared to turnovers of Kshs 2.02 billion 

Kshs 7.51 billion and Kshs 20.35 billion during the same period in the equities market 

CMA Annual Report and Accounts, 2003 2004). This draws attention to the growing 
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1mp rtan of the b nd mark t as an altemati e v indo'> for indi idual in e tors in th 

capital marke . 01-porat are al o eemingly atta hing great r imp rtan e to this 

market as a source of fund · recent corporate bonds issued b} afaricom and elt I are 

e cellent examples. h government has also increased it participati n in b nd as 

e idenced b the increas in reasury bond i ue of arying maturiti . Knowledge f 

how th b nd markets v or , and more importantly i investment performance, will 

enable both indi idual and corp rate investors make more infonned decision regarding 

inve tment in the Kenyan b nd markeL 

Reilly et al. 1992) in their study on global capital market risk adjusted returns found that 

stock returns were superior to bond yields. The specific situation in Ken a i unknown 

because so far there is no known study investigating the investment performance of 

bonds. Tltis study will therefore go a long way in providing much needed insight into the 

in e tment performance of b nds 

1.3 Objective of the tudy 

The objecti e of this study is to e tabl ish returns on investments in bonds listed at the 

airobi tock Exchange. 

1.4 Importance of the tudy 

This study will be u eful to the following: 

(i The Government 

The go emment has the mandate to create a conducive environment for 

in estment by encouraging the development of a market infrastructure in 

which a sound securities market can thrive. Information from thi resear h 

wil~ among others pro ide information to support the go emment in 

fulfilling this duty. 
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of banks and other in e tment 

ad isors uch oita A set Managers t k brokers. dealers and financial 

anal Infonnati n from this study will b u eful in making in e tment 

de isions. 

(iii Fund managers 

The information will pro ide alid input for fund managers who have to make 

decision on portfolio formation process while investing in financial securities. 

iv) Regulatory authorities 

The research will provide additional information that will further facilitate 

regulation and development of capital markets in Kenya and liquidity. 

v Academician 

The research findings will provide a basis for further research. 

It al o provides a wealth of knowledge for those pursuing studies in related 

areas such as investment and portfolio management, investment banking and 

financial management. 

6 



H PTERT 0 

2.0 LIT RAT VIEW 

2.1 lntr duction 

he tenn in estment refers to the current commitment of funds for a period of time in 

ord r to derive future payments that will C{)mpensate an inve tor for the time the funds 

are committed, the expected rate of inflation, and the uncertainty of future payments 

In estors include individuals central governments and government agencies state and 

local go ernments companies and supranational institutions. The reason they engage in 

in estrnent may be for capital preservation for capital appreciation to complement or 

earn current income or to realize appreciation of total return. 

ln e tments generaUy involve real as ets and/ or financial ass ts. Real assets are tangible 

material thing such as buildings automobiles and equipment. Whereas financial as ets 

are pieces of paper representing a financial claim to real assets held by someone el e for 

example common stock, preference shares and bond . Jensen and Meckling 1976) iew 

financial claims as contract that give outside in estors such as shareholders and 

creditors claims to cash flows. Financial assets are traded in financial markets. ln terms 

of time these markets can be divided into money markets and capital markets. Money 

markets refer to those markets that deal witb short-term securities which ha e a life of 

one year or Jess. Example of securities traded in the e markets include treasury bill 

commercial paper and negotiable certificates of deposit apital markets on the other 

hand refer to those markets that deal with securities that have a life of over one year. 

Example of securities traded in these markets include common stock preferred tock 

and bonds. 

According the Rose (1983 ecurity markets exist to aid the allocation of capital among 

households corporations and governmental units with fmancial institutions acting as 

intermediaries. The e markets provide liquidity in two ways. First and foremo t, they 

enable corporations to raise funds by selling new issues of securities rapidly at fair and 
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competiti e prices. ec ndl}. and equally imp rtant, they allow the in e tor who 

purchase uritie to II them ith relative ea and pe d, thereby turning a paper 

as et into cash. 

ecurity markets can al o be divided into pnmary market and econdary marke . 

Primary markets are those markets where new securities are old to acquire new capital. 

While econdary markets are tho e markets in which outstanding i ues are traded 

between current and potential owners. The proceeds from a sale in these markets do not 

go to the issuing unit, as is the case with primary markets, but rather they go to the 

current owner of the security Reilly et al. 1992 . lf there were no secondary markets 

investors who bought securities from a company would have no opportunity to ell 

(Bodie et at. 1999). 

Bonds are among the securitie traded in the capital markets. The issuance of bonds 

payable i a technique for plitting a very large loan into many transferable units called 

bonds. Each bond represents a Jong-tenn interest-bearing note payable. When bonds are 

issued the issuer usually utilizes the services of an investment-banking firm (called an 

underwriter). This underwriter guarantees the is uer a specific price for the entire bonds 

issue and makes a profit by selling the bonds to the investing public at a higher price. The 

use of an underwriter assures the issuer that the entire bond issue will be sold without 

delay and the entire amount of the proceeds will be available at a specific date. Fabozzi 

(2003) recognizes two major types of bonds are traded in the bond market: Treasury 

bonds and Corporate bonds. There are various categories of corporate bond which 

include mortgage bonds, equipment trust certificate , debentures income bonds 

convertible bonds ariable interest bonds and zero coupon bonds. From the point of view 

of an investor the performance of a bond will be determined b the rate of return earned. 

This rate of return can be detennined using the coupon rate the current yield or the yield 

to maturity approaches. 

The yield to maturity is the most widel accepted measure of the rate of return investors 

earn if they buy a bond at a specific date and hold it to maturity (Rose 1983). It is that 
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discount rate owhi h cau e the pres nt alue of the pr mi d payment tream equal the 

current price f the bond. Howe er. a major tla\ of this approach is that it as ume that 

an inve or will hold the bond until it matures. he transferability feature f corporate 

bonds makes it pos ible for an in e tor to ell th bond within a matter of minute at the 

going market price just by placing a call to a broker. This is because corporate b nd are 

traded daily on organized ecurity exchanges. According to Reilly et al. 1997) the major 

determinants of the market value of a bond are: 

(a) The relati nship of the bond's contract intere rate to th market interest rate 

for similar investments· 

(b The length of time until the bond matures· and 

c Lnvestors confidence that the issuing company has the financial strength to 

make aJI future interest and principal payments promptly. 

After bonds are issued their market prices vary inversely with changes in market intere t 

rates. A intere t rate rise, in estors will be willing to pay less to own a bond that pays a 

given contract rate of interest Therefore the market price of the bond will fall. 

Conversely as market interest rates fall the market prices of bonds rise. 

The de elopment of financial markets is an important ingredient for the economic growth 

of a nation. According to Beck et al. (2000) financial development can accelerate 

economic growth in three ways: 

(i It can enhance saving ; 

(ii It can channel these savings into real investments and thereby foster capital 

accumulation· and 

(iii To the extent that fmanciers exercise some control o er investment decisions 

of the entrepreneurs financial development allows capital to flow towards the 

more producti e uses and thus improve the efficiency of resource allocation. 

9 



2.2 Investment Motivations 

It has been argued that the East fri an countrie underpla ed the importance of private 

ector enterprise de elopment in the early years of independence ( tephen et al. 200 I). 

There was a wide pread notion that entrepren urial kill and trust were lacking and th 

public could be better erved by the state rather than the private enterprise. This obviated 

the more intangible factors such as risk taking innovation. entrepreneurship opportunities 

and choice. The resultant effect was poor economic performance misallocation of funds 

and lower per capita incomes ibua, 2005 . 

In 2002 the entire African continent had over twenty active ock exchanges with market 

capitalisation of only one percent of the world s total market capitalisation of $ 38 

trillion (African Stock Exchanges Handbook, 2003). Their capital markets were 

characterised by relatively small capitalisation and liquidity levels. This is with the 

exception of outh Africa and to me extent North Africa. 

Alison (2000) explains that emerging markets should focus on developing local b nd 

markets as this will have the benefit of helping their governments and corporations 

reduce their financing risks. Lack of strong local bond markets exposes governments and 

borrowers to large spreads of interest rate refunding and foreign currency risk. 

uszynska (2003) notes that a well functioning primary market for government and 

corporate securities is essential for an orderly functioning bond market 

The key question here is v hat does the investor want to achie e? All investors have 

goals which mu be expressed in terms of both risk and return. An investor s return 

must b commensurate v ith his risk tolerance. An individual s risk tolerance is a function 

of among others psychological make-up current in urance coverage cash re erves 

current net worth and income expectation and age (Reilly and Brown 1997). 

lO 



Return on the other hand i what the inv t r demands for gi ing up the current use of 

funds. Broadly the r ason \ hy in e tor's in e t are: capital pre ervation, capital 

appreciation upplement current income and earn total returns (Reilly et at. 19 7). 

The in estor goal under capital pre ervation is to maintain the purchasing power of an 

investmen while minimizing the ri k of loss. This implies that the return on investment 

need to be no less than lhe rate of inflation. This is a strategy employed by the trongl 

risk-averse investor· or in the case where funds will be needed in the short-run, for 

example in payment oftuition or down payment of a house. 

Capital appreciation is the case where an investor wants the portfolio to grow in real 

terms o er time to meet orne future need. For such investments growth mainly occurs 

through capital gains. lt is an aggressive strategy suited to investors who are wiUing to 

take on higher risk to meet their objective. Generally long-term investors eeking to build 

retirement or college educati n funds may have this goal. 

For current income the investor wants or needs a portfolio that will largely concentrate 

on generating income rather than making capital gains. Thi strategy suits those investors 

who want to supplement their earnings with income generated by their portfolio to meet 

their living expenses. Retirees may favour this objecti e for part of their portfolio to help 

generate expendable funds. 

The motive to earn t tal return is similar to the capital appreciation motive since the 

investor wants the portfolio to grow over time so as to meet a future need. However 

whereas the capital appreciation strategy seeks to do this primarily through capital gains 

the totaJ return strategy eeks to increase portfi lio value by both capital gains and 

reinvesting current income. 

From the foregoing discussion pecific investment motivations for an investor will then 

vary greatly from one investor to another. 

ll 
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li on 2 ) contends that i sue investors and int rmediarie ' ill participat in a 

market if they see an ec n mic benefit for example in term of tt r co ts and 

stru ture ) are willing (by ha ing the right attitude ) ar abl they must have skills and 

be provided with an enabling regulatory en ironment and are structured right as an 

industry to participate. 

2.3 Investment in Financial ecuritie 

Financial securitie are traded in financial marke . In terms of time these markers can be 

categorized into: Money markets and Capital markets (Pandey 1993). Money markets 

refer to those markets that deal with short-term securities which have a life of one year or 

less. The e include Treasury bills Commercial paper and Negotiable certificates of 

deposits. While capital markets are generally defined as those markets that deal with 

securitie which have a life of over one year. These include ammon stock Preferred 

stock and Corporate and overnment bonds. 

ince there are a wide range of securitie that investors rna trade in for purposes of this 

paper the discus ion will be limited to those securities that are traded in the capital 

markets. orne of these securities are: 

Common tock 

Comm n tock represents owner hip iotere t in a company. The stockholder owns a 

percentage interest in a firm consistent with the percentage of outstanding stock held. A 

company may ha e various clas e of common stock depending on for instance the 

distribution of dividends or voting rights or some other attributes. It is therefore important 

for inve tors to know what rights go along with the shares of st ck being contemplated. 

12 



F tu r f c mmon t ck 

ccording to Block and Hin 2 2), there are three main feature of ommon to k: 

The oting rights feature implie that each hare of common t ck entitl the h lder one 

ote in the ele tion of directors, and on pecial i ues. Votes are generally ignable and 

must be cast at the annual stockholders· meeting. Many companies which ha e issued 

two or m re classe of common stock. u ually have unequal oting rights being the key 

difference among its classes of stock. The is uance of different classes of common stock 

has frequently been u ed a a defense against hostile takeovers in which an outside gr up 

without management upport, tries to gain voting control of the firm by buying its shares 

in the market place. At other time a class of non oting common stock is i sued when 

the firm wishes to raise capital through the sale of common stock but does not want to 

give up its oting control. 

The sec nd feature of common st ck is payment of dividends. Payment of dividend is at 

the discretion of the Board of Directors. Dividends may be paid in ca h stock or 

merchandise. Before dividends are paid to common stockholders, the claims of the 

government, all creditors and preferred stockholders must be satisfi d. 

Finally the pre-emptive rights feature allows common tock holders to maintain their 

prop rtionate ownership of the corporation when new shares are issued. It allows existing 

shareholders to maintain voting control and protect against dilution of their ownership. 

Common tock entitles its owner to di idend payments but only when the firm has 

earnings out of which di idends can be paid and only if management choo es to pay 

dividends rather than to retain and reinvest all earnings. tocks can also be old at some 

future date at a price higher or lower than the purcha e price earning the investor capital 

gains or capital loss. 

13 



aluation f common t k 

Reilly tal 1997) distingui h two b ic appr ache t equity aluation. 

Under the di counted ash flm valuati n techniqu the alue of t ck is estimat d 

based up n the pre ent aJue of some measure of c h flo u h as di idend perating 

cash flow and free cash flow. 

nder the relative valuation techniques the alue of to k i e timated based upon i 

current price relative to variables considered significant to valuation such as earnings 

cash flov and book value or sales. 

The di counted cash flow valuation techniques tend to be more popular. The premise of 

these techniques is that the value of a share of common stock is equal to the present value 

of all future benefits (dividends it i expected to provide over an infinite time horizon. 

Thus for any individual investor the expected cash flows con i t of exp cted dividend 

plus expected sale price of the stock. 

General formula: 

o, 02 D 
p 0 = + ___,..,.-=_,-or 

(I+Ks 
+ ... z 

+ __ --= 

{I+K) 

Where: 

Po = Value of common stock at time 0 (the pre ent 

Do = Dividend paid at time n 

Ks = Required rate of return on common stock 

Howe er the above formula will vary depending on the nature of the stocks or instance 

wh ther th are zero growth ocks normal or constant growth stocks or non-constant 

growth stocks. 
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Preferred tock 

Preferred ock is a hybrid urity . [t i similar l bond in that preferred di idend ar 

fixed in amount and generally mu t be paid before comm n t k di idend can be paid. 

and imilar to common stock in that like rdinary (comm n) di idends. preferred 

dividend can be omitted without bankrupting the firm and orne preferred i su s ha e n 

specific maturity date (Pandey 1993). 

Preferred stockholders are promised a fixed periodic return, which is stated as either a 

percentage or as a dollar amount. How the dividend is specified depends on whether or 

not the preferred stock has a par alue. Par value preferred stock has a stated face value 

and its annual dividend is specified as a percentage. o-par preferred st ck has no stated 

face alue and hence its annual dividend is stated in dollars. 

Preferred stock is most often is ued by public utilities, by acquiring firms in merger 

transactions or by fim1s that are experiencing losse and need additional financing 

(Block et al. 2002). 

The use of preferred stock declined during the post-world war II period Carosso, 1970). 

Recently however it has become important among acti e investor and venture 

capitali ts ( ahlman 1990). 

Features of Preferred tock 

Pandey 1993) recognizes nine features of preferred stock. 

Preferred tock has restrictive covenants. uch co enants have provi ions relating to 

passing dividends sale of enior securities mergers sale of assets minimum liquidity 

requirements and the payment of common tock di idend or c mmon stock 

repurchases. Restrictive covenants are aimed at ensuring the continued existence of the 

firm and regular payment of the tated dividend. 

The cumulation feature requires dividends in arrears to be paid along with current 

dividends prior to the payment of common stock di idends. However if preferred stock 
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is non-cumulati e, passed unpaid divid nds do not a cumulate. In this cas , only the 

current di idend must be paid prior to paying di idend to comm n st ck hold rs. ince 

preference hare do not ha e the di idend enforcement p wer the cumulative feature is 

necessary to protect the righ of preference shareholders. 

The claims on income and asse ' feature recognize that preferred tockholders have 

prior laim on the company income. Thi means that the company must first pa 

preference dividend before paying ordinary di idend. It also has prior claim on company 

assets in the event of liquidation. 

Fixed dividend feature. The dividend rate i fixed and preference di idends are not tax 

deductible. The preference dividend rate is expressed as a percentage of the par value. 

Payment of preference dividend is not a legal obligation but usually a profitable company 

will honour i commitment of paying preference dividends. 

Redemption feature. Perpetual or irredeemable preference share do not have maturity 

dates. But redeemable preference shares do have specified maturity dates. 

inking fund feature. inking fund refers to money that has been set aside to either 

purchase preference shares in the open market or to buy back (call) the pr Ference share. 

allable feature. Preferred stock is generally callable. This feature permits the issuer to 

buy back preference shares at a stipulated buy-back (call) price. The call option generally 

cannot be exercised until after a specified date. The call price is normally set above the 

initial i suance price but may decrease as time passes. The difference between call price 

and par value of the preference share is called the call premium. Making preferred stock 

callable provides the issuer with a method of bringing the fixed-pa ment commitment of 

the preferred issue to an end. 

Participation feature. Preference shares may in orne ca e ha e this feature. It entitles the 

holder a right to participate in extraordinary profits earned by the company- the 

preference shareholder may get dividend amounts in exce s of fixed dividends. The 
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preference shareholder may at o be entitled to participate in lhe r idual as ets in the 

e ent of liquidation. 

The conversion feature allow holders of convertible pr ferred tock t change ea h hare 

into a stated number of hares of common st ck. 

Valuation of Preferred Stock 

General formula: 

Dp 
Vp = kp 

Where: 

Vp = Value of the preferred stock 

Dp = Preferred dividend 

Kp =Required rate of return on preferred stock 

Where the preferred stock has a finite maturity date then it will be valued in the same 

way as a bond. 

In this case the preferred dividend payment i equivalent to a bond s coupon payment 

while the par value corresponds to a bond s maturity alue. 

AS ET-BACKED SECURITIES 

This refers to the sale of receivabl . [n former year companie that old receivable 

were viewed as short of cash financially shaky or in some financial trouble (Block & 

Hirt, 2002 . This negative perception has been diminished by new issue of receivable -

backed ecurities by such companies as Bank of America (credit card receivables) 

General M tors cc ptance orporation car loan receivable and Mack Trucks (truck 

loan receivables) although the securitization of residential mortgage loans is by far the 

largest type of as et that has been securitized. The largest sector of the asset-based 

securities market in the United tates are securities backed by credit card receivable 
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auto loan home equity loans manufa tured ho ing I an . student I an . mall bu ine 

administration loans and collaterized bond obligations. 

One of the benefits to the i suer is that they trade future cash flow for immediate cash. 

The asset-backed security is likely to carry a high credit rating of AA or better even 

when the i suing company has a lo\i credit rating. This allows the i suing fim1 to acquire 

lower co t funds than it could with a bank loan or a bond ffering. 

CONVERTffiLES 

Occasionally companies issue convertible securities. These are hybrid securities 

combining the feature of debt and common equity. They are bonds or share of 

preference stock that can be converted at the option of the holder into common stock. 

Thus the owner has a fixed income security that can be transferred into common stock if 

and when affair of the company indicate that such a con ersion is desirable. 

Even though convertible securities are most often converted into common stock, some 

convertible preference stock is exchangeable into convertible bonds first, then eventuaiJy 

into common stock (Fabozzi 2003). 

Convertible bond 

These have interest and principal characteristics of other bonds but with the added 

feature that the bondholder has the option to tum them back to the firm in exchange for 

its common stock. They appeal to in estors because they combine the featur of a fixed 

income security with the option of conversion into common stock should the company 

prosper (Pande 1993 . And because of their desirable conversion option convertible 

bonds generally pay lower interest rates than non-convertible debentures of comparable 

risk. The difference in the required interest rate increases with the growth potential of the 

company because this increases the value of the option to convert the bonds into common 

stock. 
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Reilly et al 1997 indicat that the alue of con ertible nds i affe ted by three things· 

The market s assessment of the like! performance of the ommon k· the gap 

between the stipulated conversion price and the current price of th omm n ock· and 

Finally the oupon interest it pays semi-annual! . 

ormally, the conversion price is set higher than the prevailing market alue of the 

common stock at the time of issue to allow for expected value growth of th comm n 

stock over time. Conversion is essentially at the in estor s discretion when found 

advantageous although the indenture usually stipulates a time limit. M reover, the 

issuing company u ually has the right to call the bonds for redemption at a slight 

premium price after a certain date. As share prices approach and surpass the conversion 

price the bond s value will ri e above par because of the growing value of the equivalent 

shares it represents (Reilly et al. 1992). 

WARRANTS 

A warrant is an option to buy a stated number of shares of stock at a specified price 

(exercise price) over a gi en time period (Pandey 1993). They are ometimes i sued as a 

financial weetener in a bond offering and they may enable the company to issue debt 

when this would not be otherwise feasible becaus of low quality rating or a high interest 

environment. Warrants are usually detachable from the bond issue have their own market 

price and are generally traded on the tock exchange or over-the-counter. After warrants 

are detached the initial debt to which they were attached remains in existence as a stand

alone bond. ften the bond price will fall and the yield will rise once the warrants are 

detached (Block et al. 2002). 

ince a warrant is dependent on the market movement of the underlying common stock 

and has no security value' as such it is highly speculati e. If the common st ck of the 

company is volatile, the value of the warrant may change dramatically. 
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Featur ofwarrant : 

According to Pandey 1993) warrants ha e the folio"' ing five main feature : 

Warrants have an exerci e price. This i the price at which the holder can purchase the 

issuing firm s ordinary shares. 

A second feature is the exercise ratio. This is the ratio, which states the number of 

ordinary share that can be purchased at the exercise price per warrant. or example an 

exercise ratio of 2: I implies that the holder of the warrant i entitled to buy two ordinary 

shares in exchange for one warrant at the exercise price. 

Expiration date of warrants refers to the date at which the option to buy ordinary shares in 

exchange for warrants expires. orne warrants are perpetual and thus do not have 

expiration dates. 

The detachability feature of a warrant means that a warrant can be sold eparately from 

the debenture (or preference share to wbjch it was originally attached it is called a 

detachable warrant. In this case the debenture holder may sell his warrant when price 

increases but continue holding the debenture. The company will list a detachable warrant 

separately and it will be traded on the stock exchanges. On the other hand warrants that 

cannot be sold separately from the debenture to which they are attached are called non

detachable warrants. 

Rights feature entitles the holder of a warrant to purchase ordinary shares. The holders 

of warrants are not the firm s shareholders until they exercise their option. 
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aluation of a Warrant: 

r = M-E) x 

Where I = lntrin ic value of a warrant 

M = Market alue of common stock 

E = Exercise price of a warrant 

N = Number of shares each warrant entitles the holder to purchases 

2.4 ature and Types of Bonds 

A bond repre ents a contract whereby the issuing company agrees to pay the investor 

interest at specified times and the principal amount at the maturity of the bond (Reilly et 

at. 1992). Thus, the expected cash flows consist of annual interest paymen plus 

repayment of the principal. The appropriate capitalization discount) rate to be applied 

will depend upon the riskiness of the bond. For instance the risk in holding a government 

bond is lower than the risk associated with holding a corporate bond. As a result, a lower 

discount rate is applied to the cash flows of the government bond and a higher rate to the 

cash flows associated with a corporate bond. 

Features of a bond: 

There are five main features of a bond (Pandey, 1993 . 

Bonds have a face value. This is also called the par value. Interest is paid on this value. 

Interest rate, also called the coupon rate is fixed and known to the bondholder. The 

intere paid on a bond is tax deductible. 

The maturity feature of a bond recognizes that bonds are generally issued for a specified 

period of time and repaid on maturity. 
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Redemption value. This is the alue hich a bondh lder will g t n the maturity of the 

bond. b nd may be redeemed at par or at a premium (more than par alue) or at a 

di count (le s than par value . 

Market alue refers to the price at which a bond is currently ld or bought. This value 

may differ from the par alue or the redemption alue. 

Valuation ofbood 

Bonds may be of two type : bonds with maturity and perpetual bond (Reill et al. 

1997). 

Bonds with maturity are those bonds that are is ued for a speci fie period of time. That is 

it has a finite maturity. As is true of all securities, a bond s alue is the present value of 

expected cash flow stream . In thi case it is the present value of an annuity plus the 

pre ent value of the lump sum paid at the maturity. 

v 

Formulae: 

= 
---..,... + --:-:--:--~- + 

(l+i<d I (l+ko 2 

The above fonnulae can be rewritten as follows: 

V=l(PVIF Akd,n)+M PVLFkd,n) 

Where. J = Annual coupon payment (in amounts) 

+ M 

(l+~t 

M = Par value of the bond (amount repaid at maturity) 

~ = Required rate of return on the debt 

n = umber of years to maturity 
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Perp tual bond are b nd whi h " ill n er mature. In practice uch b nd are rar l. 

issu d. fter the apoleonic War. England i sued these typ of b nds t pay o many 

smaller i sue that had been tl ated in prior year t pay for the war. in the e bond 

hav no maturity and hence t rrninal alue, their alues are derived b di counting the 

infinite trearn of interest flows. 

Formulae: 

= I 
v 

Where 1 =Annual coupon payment (in amounts) 

~ = Required rate of return on the debt 

There are various types of bond issued in the securitie markets and they include the 

following: 

Mortgage Bonds 

These are is ued to purchase specified real estate as ets and the acquired assets serve as 

collateral (Fab zzi 2003). This means that if the firm defaults on the interest or principal 

repayments the creditor(s) may take title to the pledged property. 

Equipment Trust Certificates 

These are issued to finance specified equipment and such equipment is pledged as 

collateral. uch bonds are primarily issued by railroads and airline to finan e rolling 

st ck and airplanes. The equipment, which serves as collateral is considered to be of 

excellent quality for unUke fixed assets it can be readily moved and sold to other 

railroads and airline should the firm default in the certificate . 
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Debenture 

Debenture are unsecured prom is ory note of a company support d by the general credit 

of the finn (Reilly et al., 19 7 . They are ri ky because in the event of d fault or 

bankruptc secured debt will be redeemed before the debentures. 

obordinated Debenture 

The e are bonds with a lower subordinate) claim on the firm s asse than the claim of 

ther debt in truments (Pandey 1993). ub rdinated debentures are among the most 

risky types of debt issued and usually have significantly higher interest rates or other 

features uch as convertibility into the stock of the company to compensate lenders for 

the increased risk. 

While the use of debentures may not decrease the ability of the firm to is ue additional 

debt, default on the debentures usually means that all uperior debt is in default. A 

frequent indenture clause stipulates that if any of the firm s debt is in default all debt 

issue are in default, in which case the creditor may declare the entire debt to be due. 

Income Bonds 

The e refer to those bonds whose interest is only paid if it is earned by the firm. ff the 

firm is unable to co er its other expen es it is not legally obligated to pay interest on 

these bonds (Pandey 1993). These are the riskiest of all types of bonds and are rarely 

issued by corporations today. 

Revenue Bonds 

The state and local governments frequently issue the e bond . They are supported by the 

assets ftnanced and interest is paid only if revenue is earned Pandey 1993). Example 

include bond issued to finance toll roads. The interest on the debt i paid if tolls generate 

sufficient revenue after operating expenses) to cover the interest payments. 
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Convertible Bond 

The e are a h brid security. They not only pa intere t and have a maturit date, but they 

also rna be con erted into a number of hares of comm n tock Bl ketal., 2 02). or 

example Viacom con ertible bonds may be exchang d [I r 20 hare of Viacom comm n 

stock. 

The value or market price of the e bond depends n both the alue of the o k and the 

interest the bonds pay. The e bonds offer inve tors the advantages of both debt and 

equity. If the price of the common stock rise , the alue of the bond must ri . The 

investor bas the opportunity for capital gain should the price of common stock rise. If 

however the price of common stock does not appreciate. the investor ·u owns a debt 

obligation of the company. The company must pay interest on this debt and must retire it 

at maturity. Thus the investor has the safety of an in estment in a debt instrument (Block 

et al., 2002). 

Variable Interest Rate Bonds 

These are long-tenn debt instruments whose interest pa ment vary with changes in 

short-term interest rates (Block et al. 2002). They were introduced in the in the mid-

1970s and became popular during the periods of high interest rate . The typical variable 

interest rate bond has two distinct features. 

The ftrst on completion of the initial 6-8 months during which time a minimum rate is 

often guaranteed, the coupon rate floats so tbat every 6 months it changes to follow some 

standard. sually it is pegged I% above a stipulated sbort-terrn rate. 

The second feature is that after the first year or two the bonds are redeemable at par on 

the option of the holder. This is usually at intervals of 6 months. 

Although the six-month redemption feature provide liquidity the variable rates can 

cause the e is ues to experience wide swings in semiannual coupons (Fabozzi 2001). 
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Zero oupon Bond 

Th se are bonds that are initially ld at a di ount and on which inter t i paid at 

maturity ande , 1993). lt sells for a large di count and the inve tor' return accrue 

from the appreciation of the bond s alue as it approach maturity. 

igh -Yield Securities (Junk Bond 

This is the name given to debt of low quality (bonds rated below triple B . More often 

than not, junk bonds are usually debentures and may be subordinated to the firm s other 

debt obligations. The poor quality of this debt requires that junk bond offer high yields 

which may b three to four percentage points higher than the yield available on high 

quality bonds ( abozzi 2003). 

These bonds have existed for as long as there have been rating agencies Perry and 

Taggart, 1988). Howe er the high-yield bond market exploded in size and acti ity at the 

beginning of 1983. As of the year 2002, the total outstanding high-yi ld debt constituted 

about 20% of the outstanding debt in the United States (Reilly and Wright, 2001). 

These b nds are often issued to finance takeovers and mergers and they may be bought 

b financial institutions and individuals who are accustomed to investing in poor-quality 

bonds and who are willing to accept the larger ri kin order to earn the higher yields. 

The major owners of these bonds have been mutual funds insurance companie and 

pension funds. As at the end of the year 200 J o er one hundred mutual funds were either 

exclusi ely directed to invest in high-yield bond or included such bonds in their 

portfolios (Reilly and Wright, 2001). 

Foreign Bonds 

This tenn refers to bond i ued in foreign countries to rai e fund for foreign 

investments such as plant and equipment (Fabozzi 2003). 
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Eurobond 

These are bond sold in a foreign country but d n minated in th currency f the i ·uing 

firm (Block et al., 2002 . For example if ffiM ells ur b nds in urop , it pr mi e to 

make payments in dollars and a oids the risks a sociated \: ith changes in exchange rate . 

2.5 The term structure of interest rates 

The tenn structure of interest rates (also known as a yield curve) is a static function that 

relates the term to maturity to the yield to maturity for a sample of b nd at a given point 

in time (Sundaresan, 2002). It represents a cro s ection of ields for a category of bonds 

that are comparable in all respects but maturity. The accuracy of the yield curve will 

depend on the comparability of the bonds in the sample. 

Shape of the yield curve 

Although individual yield curves are static their behaviour over time is quite fluid 

(Fabozzi 2003). There are four main shape of the yield curve: Rising yield curve, 

Declining yield curve Flat yield curve and Humped yield curve. 

The mo t common relationship is that of a rising yield curve where the yields on short

term issues are low and rise consi tently with longer maturities, and then flattens out at 

the extreme. declining yield curve is formed when the yields on short-term issues are 

high and yields on sub equently longer maturities decline consistently. Flat yield curves 

indicate that yields on short-term and long-term issues are approximately equal. While a 

humped yield curve is formed when yields on intermediate-term i sues are above those 

on hort-term is ues and the rates on long-term issues decline to levels below tho e for 

the short-term and then le el out ( undaresan 2002). 

In their study on common factors affecting bond r turns Litterman and cheinkman 

( 1991 found that three factors explained historical returns on bonds: Changes in the level 

of rates change in the slope of the yield curve and change in the curvature of the yield 

curve. They employed regression analysis to determine the relati e contribution of these 
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three factors in explaining the returns on zero oup n treasury ecuriti s of di er nt 

maturities. 

The Theori of the Term tructure ofloter t Rat 

Yield curves change their shape over time in re pect to changes in the public's intere t 

rate expectations fluctuations in demand for liquidity in the e anomy and other factors 

ose, 1983). Each shape of the yield curve has implications for lender and savers, 

borrowers and investors and the financial institutions that serve them. 

The Expectations Theory 

This theory argues that investor expe-etations regarding future change in short-term 

interest rates determine the shape of the curve (Cox et at., 1981 ). Expectations are a 

potent force in the financial market place because investors act on their expectations. A 

ri ing yield curve is presumed to be an indication that in e tors expect short-term interest 

rates to rise above their current le els in the future. A declining yield curve suggests 

declining short-term interest rates in the future. While a horizontal yield curve implies 

that investors expect interest rates to remain essentially unchanged from their present 

levels. 

This theory assumes that investors act as profit maximizers over their planned holding 

periods and have no maturity preferences. All ecurities in a given risk class regardless 

of their maturity are perfect substitutes for each other. Each investor will seek tho e 

individual securities or combination of securities offering the highest rates of return. 

Rising interest rates result in faJling prices for bonds and other debt securities. The longer 

the term of a bond, the more sensitive its price is to changes in rates. Faced with the 

possibility of falling bond prices many investors will ell their long-term bonds and buy 

shorter-term securities or hold cash. As a result, the prices of long-term bonds will 

plummet, dri ing their rates (yields) higher. At the same time increased investor 

purchases of short-term securities will send the prices of these ecurities higher and their 
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yields I wer. With rising long-term rates and falling hort-term rate , the. i ld curve" ill 

gradually assume an up' ard slope ourdou elis, 1988 . 

The Liquidity Tbeory 

The strong assumptions underlying the Pure xpectation heory c upled with th real 

world behaviour ofinve tors led securities dealer and analysts who trade actively in the 

financial markets to argue that other factors besides rate expectations also exert a 

significant impact on the character of the yield curve (Ro e, 1983). 

This theory contend that uncertainty and volatility cause investors to fav ur short-term 

issues over bonds with longer maturities because short-term bonds are less olatile and 

can easily be converted into predictable amounts of cash should an impromptll need arise. 

Therefore, to induce investors to lend long-term funds it is necessary to offer higher 

yields (Cox, 1981). This theory argues that the yield curve should slope upward and that 

any other hape should be iewed as an aberration. 

In the instances when the yield curve slopes downwards the expectations of declining 

interest rates plus other factors simply overcome the liquidity premium effect. This 

theory does not preclude the significant role of interest rate exp ctations in influencing 

the shape of the yield curve. It recogni es that other factors such as liquidity al o play an 

important role. More ver, the liquidity argument may help explain why yield curves tend 

to flatten out at the longest maturities (Fabozzi 2003). 

Tbe Market egmentation Theory 

Thi theory assumes that aJI ecurities are not perfect substitutes in the minds of 

inve tors. Maturity preferences exist among major investor groups and these groups will 

not stray from their preferred habitats" along the maturity pectrum unles induced to do 

so by higher yields or other favourable tenns on longer- or shorter-term securities 

(Fabozzi 2003). For example because life insurance companies and pension funds have 

stable and predictable long-term liabilities, they prefer to invest in bonds stocks and 

other long-term as ets. Commercial banks on the other hand have volatile deposits and 
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sh rt-term money market liabilities and therefore prefer to c nfine the maj rit of their 

in e tments to short-term loans and s curities. The e important in e tor gr up u th 

hedging principle of portfolio management- c rrelating the maturit of their liabilitie 

with the expected cash flow generated by their assets. This strateg reduce the ri of 

fluctuating income and los of principal. 

The market egmentation theory doe not rule out the p ssible influence f e pectation 

in shaping the term structure of interest rates but it argues that other fact rs related to 

maturity-specific demand and supply conditions are of dominant importance. he theory 

has significant implications for public policy. If markets along the maturity spectrum are 

relatively isolated from each other due to investor preferences government policy makers 

can alter the shape of the yield curve merely by influencing supply and demand 

conditions in one or more market segments. For example if a positively sloped yield 

curve is desired, with long-term interest rates higher than short-term rates the Treasury 

and the entral bank could flood the market with long-term bonds. imultaneously the 

government could purchase large quantities of short-term securitie . The expanded 

supply of bonds would drive long-term rates higher, while purchase of short-term 

securities would push hort-term rates down other factors held equal (Fama, 1976). 

Us of the Yield Curve 

The yield curve i an important concept and has been found extremely useful to investors 

in a variety of ways. orne of its uses include the following: 

Forecasting interest rates 

If the expectations theory holds true then the yield curve gives the inve or a clue 

concerning the future course of interest rates' movement. Where the curve has an upward 

slope the investor may well be advised to move away from bonds and other long-term 

securities into in estments whose market price i less ensitive to interest rate changes 

abozzi 200 l ). 
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U for financial intermediari 

A rising yield curve is generally favourable for the e institutions (e pecialty c mmercial 

banks sa ings and loans ass ciations and savings bank becau they b rr mo t f 

their funds by selling short-term depo its and lend a major proportion f th e funds 

long-term. The more steeply the yield curve slopes upwarcl the wider the spread between 

borrowing and lending rates and the greater the p tential profit for a financial 

intermediary. But ifthe yield curve b gin to flatten out or slope downward this should 

serve as a warning signal to portfolio managers of these institutions ama, 1976 . 

Detecting under priced and over priced ecuriti 

In equilibrium, the yields on all securities of comparable risk should come to rest aJong 

the yield curve at their appropriate maturity levels. If a security s rate of return lies above 

the yield curve, this sends a signal to investors that, that particular security is temporarily 

under priced relative to other securities of the same maturity. Other things equal this is a 

buy signal. And if the security s rate of return lies below the yield curve thi indicate a 

temporarily over priced fmancial instrumenL This is a ell signal (Farna, 1976 . 

Indicating trade-offs between maturity and yield 

If the in estor wishes to aJter the maturity of a portfolio the yield curve indicates what 

gain or loss in rates of return may be expected for each change in the portfolio s a erage 

maturity (Reilly 2000 . 

Riding the yield curve 

Active security investors can ride the yield curve for profit. If the curve is po itively 

sloped, with a slope steep enough to offset transaction cots from buying and selling 

securities the investor may gain by timely portfolio switching (Reill 2000). 
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2.6 Performance of Bond 

Financial crisis in the world financial markets marked by, among thers the collap of 

the Mexican peso in late 1994 and early 1995 saw a significant drop in th performance 

of major emerging markets around the world (lngo et al., 20 I . }lowe er, with th 

dismal performance of equities markets banks and bond markets inve tors to k up wh re 

the equity market left off. The J.P. Morgans merging Mark t Bond Lnde , which 

measures the performance of bonds in emerging markets rose by 39.3% in 1996 ha ing 

doubled in early 1995 (JP Morgan ecurities I 999). 

Lenders of funds have a pressing need to secure accurate financial information on tho e 

individuals and institutions that seek to borrow funds or sell their tock. Particularly 

lenders of long-term funds pay special attention to the long-term viability of the 

individuals and institutions to which they grant funds. 

One way to measure the cost of issuing a bond is to compare the net proceed available 

for the borrowing company's use from a bond sale to the present value of the tream of 

cash payments the firm must make to the bondholders (Rose, I 983). 

More often than not, an issuer will use the services of inve tment bankers (underwriters) 

to sell their bonds to the public. And what happens to the market prices of securities 

being sold by investment banking syndicates is the key determinant of succe s or failure 

ofthe underwriting process (Reilly et al., 1997). lfthe market price at which a new issue 

can be sold falls far enough the syndicate will disband with individual underwriters 

crambling to sell their allotment of ecurities at whatever price the market dictates. 

Unfavorable price movements can damage the reputation of the investment banker with 

both investors and the issuing companies who issue securities for public sale. The price 

of a security and its yield or rate of return is inversely related. A rise in the yield imp lie a 

decline in price· conversely a fall in yield is as ociated with a rise in the security s price. 

According to Rose 1983) there are three approaches through which the rate of return on 

a bond and therefore performance, can be assessed. 
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Th coupon rate is the contracted rate at which the bond is u r agree to pay the in e tor 

at the tim the ecurity i i sued. he amount of annual int re t income paid by a nd 

coupon) is determined as follows: 

Coupon =Coupon Rate x Par Value 

The coupon rate is not an adequate measure of the return on a bond or other debt 

security unless the investor purchases the security at a price equal to its par value, the 

borrower meets aU of the promised payments, and the investor sells/ redeem the bond at 

its par value. However the prices of bonds fluctuate with market conditions and rarely 

will a bond trade exactly at par. 

The second approach of measuring bond perfonnance uses the curr nt yield. The current 

ield is the ratio of the annual income dividends or interest generated by the security to 

its current market value. 

That is: 

Current Yield =Annual lncome/Market Price of ecurity 

Frequently the yields reported on stocks or bonds in the financial press are current yields. 

However this measure is usually a poor r flection of the rate of return actually recei ed 

by the lender investor) becau e it ignores the stream of actual and anticipated cash flows 

associated with a security and the price for which the inve tor will be able to redeem it. 

inally the Yield to Maturity (YTM) approach. The YTM is the rate of interest at whjch 

the market is prepared to pay for a financial asset in order to exchange pre ent dollars for 

future dollars. This is the most widely accepted measure of the rate of return on a 

security. 

pecificall the YTM is the rate which equates the purchase price of a 

security (P) with the present value of all its expected annual net cash inflows 
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as in the formula b low: 

Where: 

y= Yield to Maturity 

I = Expected annual income from the security presumed to last f1 r n years and 

terminate when the financial asset is retired (include b th receipts of 

income and repayments of principal) 

The merits of this approach include (Ro e 1983 : 

1. Unlike the coupon rate approach, the YTM approach is based upon market 

values rather than par or book values; 

11 . Unlike the current yield approach this return measure considers the time 

distribution of expected cash flows from a security or other financial asset· 

and 

111. Dealers and brokers typically use this measure when quoting rates of return 

to investors. 

he approach also has limitations (Ro e 1983): 

1. It assumes that the investor will hold a security until it reaches final 

maturity· and 

u. It also assumes all cash flowing to the investor can be rein ested at the 

computed yield to maturity. 

Another critical aspect in the performance of bonds relates to risk. ln their paper 

Common ri k factors in the returns on stocks and bonds Eugene F. Fama and Kenneth 

R. French identified two common risk factors in the returns on bonds: 
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i) Unexp cted changes in interest rat 

Prices of bond fluctuate with market intere t rate . The risk that an in e t r 

faces is that the price of the bond h ld wi II dec lin if market inter t rate ri . 

11 Likelihood of default 

This is the risk that the issuer will fail t meet terms of the bligations with 

respect to timely payment of interest and repayment of am unt borr wed. 

However other risks as ociated with bonds as identified by Fabozzi F. J. {2003) include 

Call and prepayment risk Yield curve risk, Reinvestment ri k redit risk, Liquidity ri ~ 

Exchange rate risk, Volatility risk, lnflation or purchasing p wer risk, and v nt risk. 
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Population 

The population of interest was based on all bonds li ted on the airobi t ck change 

from 200 I to 2005. During thi period. a total of eighty one bond were li ted at th N 

of which se en were corporate bonds and sev nty four were go emment bonds. lt is 

believed that results based on this period will be reflective of the current developments in 

the bond market. 

3.2 Sample 

The sample captured all bonds that traded on the Nairobi tock Exchange throughout the 

re earcb period. A minimum of five years seemed acceptable with tudies on capital 

markets as observed in Beaver ( 1998) and Kross ( 1982 ; and in Kenya Kiweu ( 1990 and 

Oluoch (2003) who used a five-year period to test the efficiency of the capital markets. 

tratified random sampling was used to select thirty government b nds that consistently 

traded on the SE during the mentioned period. The trata were based on bond 

maturities. However all these en corporate bonds listed were considered as part of the 

sample. 

3.3 Data Collection 

econdary data was u ed for this study. 

The following data was collected for the period of research (200 1-2005): 

• M nthly tumo ers in the b nds market· 

• Monthly ending prices and interest paid every month; and 

• interest rates and maturitie of aU the bonds· 

All the data required was collected from the CMA R ource Centre and the N E 

Library through examination of existing literature. 
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3.4 Data oaly is 

The annual yield-to-maturity YTM) of the bonds v as c mputed using the data collected 

on prices interest rate and maturities of the bond traded n th air bi t k xchange 

) for the period of stud . 

The YTM is the interest rate that make the pre ent alue of the cash now fr m a bond 

equals its market price plus accrued intere t rom the bond valua6 n formula, below the 

YTM can be deri ed: 

Where: 

Po = Present alue of the bond 

lt = Amount of intere t paid in period t 

kt = Required rate of return on the bond (%) 

Mn = enninal or maturity value of the bond in period n 

n = Numb r of years to maturity 

ln computing the YTM from the bond aluation formula above, the rate kd was solved 

for the value that equated the current price P0 to all cash flows from the bond to 

maturity. kt was thus computed by triaJ and error method. 

Based on the results above graphs were drawn where the annual yields was plotted 

against tim in years. The first graph indicated annual yields of both the corporate bond 

and government bonds plotted again t time (years then graphs for individual bonds 

YTM against time were computed to find out the individuaJs contribution on the overall 

performance. 

Through an examination of the above graph , conclu ions ~ ere drawn regarding the 

in estment performance of bonds and whether thi performance depends on the type of 

bonds. 
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PTER4 

-tO D T L DF DI 

... 1 Introduction 

mong the astern frican countrie of Ken a. Uganda, Tanzania, Djibouti, malia 

Eritrea udan. R" anda and Burundi, onl Kenya, ganda and Tanzania ha ere ognized 

tack markets (Kibua. 2005). The biggest of the e is the airobi tock Exchange E). 

The has de eloped over time to be sub-saharan Africa s fourth-largest bour e with 

f rty-nine listed companies (inclusi e of the corporate bond market and a total 

cap italization of approximately four billion dollars as of Augu t, 2004 (CM . 2004). 

The data collected and analysed was used to compute the monthly yield-to-maturity of all 
(..- -

the hond under study. n a crage of these yield wa th n obtained fi r all th ear 

under study. Various yield curves were drawn indicating th annual yield-t -maturity of 

the r pective bonds plotted again t time. 

4.2 Performance of corporate bond 

Afi.er listing of the fir t corporate bond in the year 1996 (the East African De elopment 

Bank Bond) th years beginning 2000 to 2005 saw enhanced activity in the market. 

orporat in estors acknowledged the importance of the bond market as an alternative 

in trument for raising mu h needed long-term funds. It was also ob erved that lack of 

cred it rating rna be one of th key factors that have slowed down growth of this mark t. 

Credit rating is critical for debt instruments since it promotes confidence in the capital 

markets as investors are made aware of a firm's credit worthiness. 

The p rformance of corporate bonds between the year 200 I to 2005 is illustrated in th 

graph bela : 
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Figure 4.2 
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From the above figure the study revealed an interesting trend in the performance of 

corporate bonds plotted against time in years. There was a high yield to maturity of 12% 

which dropped to 9% in 2002 and further drop to 8.3% in 2003 before rising steadily to 

9.2% in 2004 and lastly to l0.5% in 2005. 

4.3 Performance of government bonds 

The listing of Government of Kenya Treasury bonds started in l986. The government 

bonds account for approximately ninety-five percent of the total bonds in the market 

E 2005). Due to the withholding of donor funding in the year 200 l the government 

opted to resort to the domestic debt market to rai e fund . During this year, the debt 

market became more active mainly due to the stimulus received from the re ructuring of 

hort-term debt into long-term treasury bond . 

The performance of government bonds from the year 2001 to the year 2005 is illustrated 

in the graph below: 
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Figore43 Performance of 1-year government bonds, 2 01-20 5 
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From the above figure the bonds performed poorly in 2002 but have been rising since 

then to hit a mark of 13.275%.1n 2001 it was 13.14% which dropped to 10.2% in 2002 

but rose to 11.15% in 2003 and 12.75% in 2004. 

Figure 4.4 Performance of2-year government bonds, 2001-2005 
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Just like the 1-year government bonds the 2-year bonds have been rising steadily after a 

drop in 2002 to stand at 12.7% in 2005. In the year 2001 the YTM reached a hjgh of 

13 .19% and then dec I ined to 12% in 2002. After which it rose to 12.26% in 2003 but 

went down again to 12% in 2004. 
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Figure 4.5 P rformance of 3- ear overnment bon , 2 1-2005 
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There was a sharp drop in the YTM of3-year government bonds from 12.3% in 20 I l 

I 0.7% in 2002 and then it rose to 12.7% in 2004 before settling at 12.5% in 2005. 

Figure 4.6 Performance of 4- year government bonds, 2001-2005 
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The YTM of the 4-year government bonds fell gradually from 12.3% in the year 200 I to 

10.8% in the year 2003 then started rising slowly t reach 11.5% in 2004 and finally 

hitting 13.4% in the year 2005. 
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Figure 4. Performance of 5-year government bond , 2 1-2 5 
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The performance fell from 12.3% in 2001 to 10% in 2002 before rising to stand at 

13.87% in 2005. 

Figure4.8 Performance of 6-year government bond 2001-2005 
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For the 6-year bonds the data available was from 2002 where Y M was 9.91% and roe 

to 10.87% in 2003 and stood at 12.75% in 2005. 
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Figur 4. Performance of7-year g ernment bond . 2001-2 5 
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The study found the YTM for 2003 as 11.8% and rose to 12.3% in 2004 and lastly 12.7% 

in 2005 

Figure 4.10 Performance of 8-year government bonds 2001-2005 
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s shown abo ether earcher was not successful in accessing required data for the years 

2001 and 2002. onsequently it was not possible to compute the YTM for this period. 

But the YTM for the year 2004 was found to be I 1.6% in 2004 rising from 11.2% in 

2003 and then falling to 9.5% in 2005. 
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Figur 4.11 Performance of9-year g verom ot bond 2 J-2005 
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The 9-year government bonds maintained an upward trend with a YTM of I 0.5% in 

2003 10.7% in 2004 and finally hitting a high of 12.5% in 2005. 

Figure 4.12 Performance of 10-year government bond 
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he 10 year bonds had a rising trend in performance rising from I 0.16% in 2003 to 

10.29% in 2004 and finall 11.25% in 2005. 
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4.4 Overall performance of bond 

Over the last few year , Ken a has concentrat d on building a g d primary market b) 

creating an enabling environment consisting of regulatory upport c mmitted to 

devel ping the market macr con mic stability whi h help to generat ufficient 

number of issuers favorable inflation and intere t rates tax p licies th t do not 

disadvantage bond , and a supportive legal & regulatory frame" ·ork. 

The comparative performance of corporate bonds and government b nds i i llu trated in 

the graph below: 

Figure 4.13 Overall performance of Bond 
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The above figure shows the perfonnance of both corporate and Govt bond performance 

for a five-year period. The graph show a drop in both types of bonds in 2002 and a 

further drop in 2003 for corp rate bonds before rising steadily in 2004 and 2005. For 

Govt bonds there was a steady increase in performance in 2003 a trend that was 

maintained in 2004 and 2005. 
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CHAPTERFIV 

5.0 UMMARY OF FIND 

RECOMMENDATIO 

5.1 SUMMAR OF FIND G 

CO CL 10 D 

Trading of bonds is regulated by the MA regulation and the bond trading rules of the 

SE. Only the authorised dealers from the Members of the E are allowed to deal in 

bonds on the trading floor of the N . Foreign investors are allowed to participate 

through locaJ custodians. 

The daily applicable reference interest rate is displayed on the Bond Board at the start of 

every bond trading se sion at the SE. This rate is computed from the prevailing 

Treasury bill -Bill) market yield rate from the latest T-Bill auction re ults; and the 

current coupon rate which will be the T-Bill rate plus a premium. 

The study revealed an interesting trend in the performance of corporate b nds plotted 

against time in years. There was a high yield to maturity of 12% in the year 200 I this 

dropped to 9% in 2002 and further declined to 8.3% in 2003 before rising steadily to 

9.2% in 2004 and lastly to a high of I 0.5% in 20 5. 

ln 200 1 the second tranche of donor funding to the country v as suspended after the 

donors felt that certain conditionalities were n t met by the go emmenl A a resul the 

government relied heavily on domestic debt to finance its budget This had the effect of a 

huge increase in domestic borrowing through th bond market. To en ourage growth of 

this market, the beginning of year 2002 saw implementation of tax incenti es. For 

instance all companies seeking listing on the E paid 27% corporate tax down from 

30%. This was for the first three years after listing. They were also granted a tax amnesty 

from previously undeclared profits on condition that they maintained full disclosure in 

the first year after listing and undertaking to henceforth pay their due taxes in full. 
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Generall)' the performance of both corporate and g v rnm nt bond dropped in 2002: 

further de lining in 2003 for corporate bonds before rising teadil in 20 4 and 2 05. F r 

government bonds there was a steady impro ement in performan e during the year 2003 . 

A trend that was maintained in 2004 and 2005. 

5.2 CO CLU 10 

The main objecti e of the research was to establi h return on investment in b nds listed 

at the airobi tock Exchange as measured by the yield-to-maturity. It as found out that 

ther has been a slo growth in the bond market in terms f return . The study found a 

sharp decline in YTM from 200 I to 2002. This trend was maintain d in 2003. fter 

whi h the YTM rose in 2004 and maintained this trend in 2005 although it kept below 

th mark that had been set in 2001. 

The unique issue charact ristics of a bond have an impact n it risk premium 

( uszynska 2003). This study concludes that the differ nces in yield observed on 

orporate and government bonds are caused by the different issue charact ristics that 

result in differences in th ri k premiums. 

Kibua et at. 2005 found that the key factors whjch contribute to an enhanced and 

deepened bond market include: a friendly regulatory environment sound legal 

framework macroeconomic stability vibrant money marke and banking systems. 

among others. 

5.3 LIMIT TIO OFT TUDY 

In orne of the months there was insufficient data on the ariables needed to calculate the 

YT thus excluding them from the study. 

Given the nature of the study. the time allowed was not sufficient enough to exhausti ely 

carry out the project. 
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Limited res urces. The re arch in olved se eral trip t Capital Mark ts uth rity and 

airobi to k ex hang in an effort to gain clarit seek mor information and generally 

he k authenti ity of data. 

5.4 RE 0 E TIO FOR 

his r search only restricted to fi e ear period, I recommend a further research to 

captur a wider time frame and possibl include all the bonds that have lrad d at the E 

unlike these that sampled a total of30. A further re earch should also establish h ther 

was a drop in performance in 2002 for all the bonds that traded at E in that period. 
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APPE DIXA: 

YIELD TO T RITYD T 

Corporate Bonds Govt Bonds 

2001 12.1 12.6788 

2002 9 10.80167 

2003 8.3 11 .16075 

2004 9.2 11 .8407 

2005 10.5 12.4485 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Corporate Bonds 12.1 9 8.3 9.2 10.5 

1 Year 13.14 10.2 11 .15 12.75 13.275 

2 Year 13.189 12 12.257 12 12.7 

3 Year 12.477 10.7 11 .358 12.71 12.5 

4 Year 12.288 12 10.77 11.48 13.41 

5 Year 12.3 10 11 .52 12.337 13.875 

6 Year 0 9.91 10.878 12.3 12.75 

7 Year 0 0 11 .8075 12.25 12.725 

8 Year 0 0 11 .2475 11.61 9.5 

9Year 0 0 10.4575 10.68 12.5 

10 Year 0 0 10.162 10.29 11 .25 
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PPE B: 

Ll TOFBO 

BONDS MARKET 

CORPORATE BONDS 

1 PTA Bank 2011 

2 Shelter Afrique 

3 Celtel Kenya Ltd (TB+1%) 2009 

4 Athi River Mining Ltd (TB+l. 75%) 2010 

5 Faulu Kenya Ltd (TB+0 . 5%) 

6 Mabati Rolling Mills Ltd (TB+l. 25%) 2007 

7 East Africa Development Bank (TB+O . 7 5%) 2006 

ONE YEAR BONDS 

8 1 year Treasury Bond Issue zc 3/2005 

9 1 year Treasury Bond Issue zc 4/2005 

10 1 year Treasury Bond Issue ZCS/2005 

11 1 year Treasury Bond Issue ZC6/2005 

TWO YEAR BONDS 

12 2 year Treasury Bond Issue zc 1/2005 

13 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2006(Fixed at 10 . 50%) 

14 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006(Fixed at 10 . 50%) 

15 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2005(Fixed at 10 . 875%) 

16 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2005(Fixed at 10 . 875%) 

17 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2005(Fixed at 10 . 25%) 

18 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2004 (Fixed at 4. 00%) 

19 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2004 (Fixed at 4 . 00%) 

20 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2004 (Fixed at 4 . 25%) 

21 2 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 4/2004 (Fixed at 4 . 50%) 

THREE YEAR BONDS 

22 3 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 5 . 25%) 

23 3 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2003 (Fixed at 4 . 00%} 
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24 3 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 4/2003 (fixed at 4.00%) 

25 3 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2004 (Fixed at 4.75%} 

26 3 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2004 (Fixed at 5 .25%) 

27 3year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2005(Fixed at 11.625%} 

28 3year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2005 (fixed at 11 .625%) 

29 3year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2005 (fixed at 11 . 5%) 

30 3year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006(fixed at 11 .00%) 

FOUR YEAR BONDS 

31 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXT 1/2002 (Fixed at 13 . 75%) 

32 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2002 (Fixed at 13 . 25%} 

33 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 12 . 50%) 

34 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 9 . 50%) 

35 4 year Treasury Bond Issue fXD 3/2003 (Fixed at 4 . 50%) 

36 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2004 (Fixed at 5 . 00%) 

37 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2004 (Fixed at 6.00%} 

38 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2005(fixed at 12 . 25%) 

39 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2005(fixed at 12.25%) 

40 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006(fixed at 11 .25%) 

41 4 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2002 (Fixed at 13 . 25%) 

FIVE YEAR BONDS 

5 year Treasury Bond Issue FR 1/2005 (91 Day MA , TB 

42 +0 . 75)% 

43 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2002 (Fixed at 14 . 00%) 

44 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXT 1/2002 (Fixed at 14.50%) 

45 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2002 (Fixed at 14 . 00%) 

46 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2002 (Fixed at 13 . 50%) 

47 5 year Treasury Bond Special Issue 1/2002 (91 Day TB) 

48 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 13 . 50%) 

49 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003(Fixed at 11 . 50%) 

50 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2003 (Fixed at 5 . 50%) 

51 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD l/2004(Fixed at 6 . 00%) 
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52 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2005 (Fixed a 12 . 50%) 

53 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2005 (fixed at 13%) 

54 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006 (fixed at 13%) 

55 5 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2006 (fixed a 13%) 

SIX YEAR BONDS 

6 year Treasury Bond Issue FR 1/2001 (91 Day MA, TB 

56 +0 . 80%) 

6 year Treasury Bond Issue FR 1/2004 ( 91 Day MA, TB 

57 +0 . 80%) 

58 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2002 (Fixed at 14 . 25%) 

59 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 14 . 00%) 

60 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 11 . 50%) 

61 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 3/2003 (Fixed at 6 . 00%) 

62 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2004(Fixed at 6 . 50%) 

63 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2004(Fixed at 6.75%) 

64 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2005(fixed at 13%) 

65 6 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006(fixed at 13%) 

SEVEN YEAR BONDS 

66 7 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 13 . 75%) 

67 7 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 6 . 50%) 

68 7 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2004 (Fixed at 6 . 75%) 

69 7 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2004 (Fixed at 7 . 00%) 

70 7 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006 (fixed at 13 . 25%) 

EIGHT YEAR BONDS 

71 8 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 12 . 50%) 

72 8 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 7 . 00%) 

73 8 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD1/2004 (Fixed at 7 . 50%} 

74 8 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006 (Fixed at 13 . 25%) 

NINE YEAR BONDS 

75 9 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 12 . 75%) 

76 9 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 9 . 50%) 
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77 9 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006 (Fixed at 13 . 50%) 

TEN YEAR BONDS 

78 10 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2003 (Fixed at 13 . 25%) 

79 10 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2003 (Fixed at 8 . 50%) 

80 10 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 1/2006 (Fixed at 14%) 

81 10 year Treasury Bond Issue FXD 2/2006 
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